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Generating complete code from mod-
els has been an industry goal for 
many years. In this follow-up article 

(the first part was in ESE September 2004  
– for a copy see www.embedded.com/eu-
rope/esesep04.htm) we take a look at 
several practical examples of model-based 
code generation. By definition, a full code 
generator is a program that creates com-
plete and working programs based on 
designer specifications. Accordingly, we 
inspect examples where generation is com-
plete from the modeller’s perspective: after 
generation manual rewriting of the code is 
not needed. Unlike transformations that 
typically produce partial code – often skel-
eton and static structures – the inspected 
cases treat the generated code simply as an 
intermediate by-product, similar to object 
files in C compilation. Although it is pos-
sible to edit the generated code we should 
avoid it – like the situations where we need 
to manually edit machine code after C 
compilation. 

In the cases we examine, the code pro-
duced is fully working. It contains the ap-
plication logic and behaviour, not just the 
static structures which are usually easier 
to generate. Requirements for the code, 
however, change from one application 
domain to another, e.g. to account for re-
quirements on size and run-time efficiency. 
This advocates generators that are flexible 
and open to their users: if the generated 
code is found to be inefficient the process 
from model to code should be possible to 
correct. 

Rather than hand-correct the code, we 
correct the generator. Generation require-
ments are also influenced by the support of-
fered by the target platform and language 
to be generated. In the cases we investigate 
different generation targets: assembler, C 
and scripting language.

Finally, the generator must get its input 
from designer specifications. The higher 
the abstraction of this input, the higher 
the benefits of model-based code genera-

tion: productivity increases and complexity 
hiding. The successful generation process 
also requires that the input is adequate and 
correctly specified. It is far better to elimi-
nate errors early, at the design stage, than 
to only spot them from the running code 
– regardless of whether the code is written 
manually or generated. 

The level of design abstraction and cor-
rectness rules do however vary case by case. 
It seems to be impossible to have a single 
language that would provide adequate sup-
port for complete code generation. For 
example, UML, which has been available 
now for 10 years, has demonstrated possi-
bilities to generated complete code in only 
a very few cases. Perhaps one reason is that 
UML is heavily based on object-oriented 

Making model-based 
code generation work 
– practical examples 
Full code generation is possible when both the modelling language and generator are made to fit the 
requirements of one company and domain only. Dr. Juha-Pekka Tolvanen inspects cases from practice 
to explain how complete model-based code generation is achieved.

Fig 1: Design for setting one home automation parameter in voice menu system

01   Speak 0x01 (Pause for 0.5 sec)
02   Speak 0x02 (the...)
03   Speak 0x03 (...current...)
04   Speak 0x04 (...lifestyle...)
05   Speak 0x05 (...is...)
06   GetLifeStyle  
07   Speaks Lifestyle  
08   Speak 0x06 (Pause 0.3 sec)
09   Speak 0x07 (select...)
10   Speak 0x08 (...another...)
11   Speak 0x04 (...lifestyle...)
12   FillMemB 00
13 :3_844
14   Add to MemB 01
15   Speak 0x09 (for...)
16   Speaks Lifestyle  
17   Speak 0x10 (...press...)
18   Speak number MemB  
19   Is MemB >= 0F
20   IFNot
21   Goto 3_844

Listing 1
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programming languages. Being based on 
the code it offers only modest possibilities 
to raise the abstraction level of design and 
to cover correctness constraints. 

In the cases we look at the modelling lan-
guages are domain-specific: the specifica-
tion languages are created to narrow down 
the design space and to make complete 
code generation possible. The language 
raises the abstraction to the level where 
domain rules can be embodied in the lan-
guage, which can capture just the right data 
necessary for the generation. 

Assembler-like language for 8-bit 
microcontroller
The voice menu system enables the re-
mote control of many home automation 
features (like turning a light on or off, 
setting the room temperature, air condi-
tioning etc.) via a telephone connection. 
The voice menu is programmed into an 
8-bit microcontroller with an assembler-
like programming language. Besides such 
basic operations like accessing memory ad-
dresses, calculation, comparison and jump, 
developer must handle also a few voice 
menu specific operations like speaking out 
menu items. The domain-specific language 
applies these very same concepts directly 
in the modelling language. An example 
of such language is illustrated via design 
model in figure 1 while a sample of gener-
ated code can be found in listing 1. To keep 
it more readable, the listing is presented 
in symbolic variant of the target language 
instead of the pure machine code.

For the voice menu code generator, the 
fundamental solution for its implemen-
tation is based on flow-like execution of 
assembler code that is replicated on the 
model level. The metamodel for the lan-
guage is relatively simple. Each elementary 
operation type (speaking, memory access 
and comparison) have been implemented 
as an individual modelling concept, while 
the flow of execution and conditional 
jumps appear as relationships between 
these concepts. Each modelling concept 
can also carry information about related 
design attributes like command tag, pos-
sible parameters or conditions. 

Due to the similarity of the source and 
target representation, the generation pro-
cess is in this case reasonably straightfor-
ward. The generator follows the flow of 
operation via relationships, and transforms 
the information contained by each design 
element as output code. For example, the 
set of speak commands from lines 1 - 5 is 
generated from the first bubble on the top 
left corner of diagram. As the spoken audio 

Fig 2: Design of a watch application for displaying the current time (with editing 
possibility)

01 typedef enum { Start, EditHours, EditMinutes, Show, Stop } States;
02 typedef enum { None, Mode, Set } Buttons;
03 
04 int state = Start;
05 int button = None; /* pseudo-button for following buttonless transitions */
06 
07 void runWatch()
08 {  
09 while (state != Stop) 
10 {
11       handleEvent();
12       button = getButton(); /* waits for and returns next button press */
13    }
14 }
15 
16 void handleEvent()
17 {
18    int oldState = state;
19    switch (state)
20    {
21       case Start:
22          switch (button)
23          {
24             case None:
25                       state = Show;
26                       break;
27             default:
28                       break;
29          }
30       case EditHours:
32          switch (button)
33          {
34             case Set:
35                      roll(clockOffset, HOUR_OF_DAY, 1, displayTime());
36                      break;
37             case Mode:
38                       state = EditMinutes;
39                       break;
40             default:
41              break;
42      }
43       case EditMinutes:
...
55       case Show:
...
64       default:
65          break;
66    }
67    button = None; /* follow transitions that do not require buttons */
68    if (oldState != state) handleEvent();
69 }

Listing 2: C code generated from state diagram illustrated in figure 2.
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samples consume a lot of memory, each 
word is stored only once and reused when 
constructing complete sentences. 

Thus, the spoken messages in menu ele-
ments are defined as a collection of conse-
quent words and the memory addresses for 
the respective audio samples. When code 
generator meets such a construct, it sim-
ply iterates the collection and outputs the 
speak command for each word followed by 
the address of the sample.

There are also variations of the speak 
command that can speak out variable values 
(line 7 and 16) or numeric arguments (line 
18). In addition to speaking commands, 
there are also operations for getting (line 
6) and setting (line 12) values of variables. 
In our models and example code we have 
used names to denote the variables, but in 
the production code these would be substi-
tuted with real memory addresses.

A bit more complex example of the gen-
eration process can be found in the lines 12 
– 21. This piece of code speaks out the se-
lection numbers for all predefined lifestyle 
settings. First, we initialize the selection 
variable memB (lines 12 and 14). Then we 
retrieve and speak the information about 
a predefined lifestyle (lines 15 – 17, simpli-
fied here to save the space) and the selec-
tion option (line 18). Lines 19 – 21 present 
the conditional jump: if the selection vari-
able memB is less than 15, we jump back 
to the line 13 and continue with the next 
predefined lifestyle. We keep on looping 
this until memB equals 15.

In this case the key to the successful code 
generation is the modelling language. 
While there are a few domain-specific com-
mands included into the target language 
itself, there is no real framework on the 
platform side to make the generation 
easier and as we can see, the generation 
process itself does not include any ‘magic’ 
here. The structural and behavioural es-
sence of the system can be covered on the 
model level, leaving no need to tackle with 
complex variation or implementation is-
sues related to the low-level language used 
within the generator.

C generator for digital wristwatch 
applications
The second example introduces a genera-
tor for creating various time-related appli-
cations for wristwatches in the C language. 
The software for wristwatch consists of a set 
of such applications as displaying current 
time, stopwatch and alarm. The specifica-
tion languages focus on capturing static 
display using buttons, time units, icons 
etc. and on state machines capturing func-

tionality. The traditional state transition 
diagram semantics are extended with do-
main specific concepts and constraints. For 
example, each state has a link to a display 
function for presenting the time, state tran-
sitions may be triggered only by pressing 
one button once, arithmetic operations are 
limited to those relevant to operate on time 
units, etc. 

An example of application showing cur-
rent time defined with the extended state 
machine is presented in figure 2 and the 
respective, albeit a bit shortened version 
of the generated C code in listing 2. We 
used the same example in the earlier ar-
ticle to show Java generator. That genera-
tor used the object-oriented features by 
implementing the elementary behaviour 
of state machine as an abstract framework 
class. The concrete application class was 
then sub-classed from the abstract class and 
initialized with data from the design mod-
els. While the model in figure 2 remains 
the same, the generation principles are dif-
ferent for C.

As the modelling language is based on 
the same computational model as the im-
plementation (i.e. state machine), defin-
ing the mapping process from model to 
code was reasonably painless. [There are 
several ways to implement a state machine. 
The best solution for the given situation de-
pends of course on many things like target 
language and platform, requirements for 
the size and efficiency of the code, etc. As 
for possible solutions, see Samek 2002.] 

In the beginning of generated code we 
define two set of enums that will act as 
unique labels for states and buttons (lines 
1 – 2) and initialize the state and button 
variables (lines 4 – 5). After the variable 
initializations comes the runWatch() func-
tion, which passes input on to the main 
behavioural part of the application in lines 
16 – 66. For each state, there are buttons 
that can cause transitions, and so we have 
chosen to implement the state machine as 
a simple nested switch statement. A transi-
tion can also trigger actions: in the Watch 
domain the only actions we need to support 
are basic time unit arithmetic operations. 
Setting time variables is simple assignment; 
rolling a digit pair up or down is imple-
mented as a function in our framework. 
When such a function is needed, the code 
generator only produces a call for it (for 
example, as in line 35 or 50).

Though being more complex than the 
voice menu example, this case still does not 
require much work on the framework side. 
Some framework code or components are 
needed to provide some low-level services 
for behavioural part of the implementation 
(e.g. the implementation of roll function) 
but for the structural part we rely entirely 
on the C language (e.g. using plain switch-
case to implement the state machine). 
Likewise in previous example, the model 
captures the essence of the system, which 
reduces the complexity of the code gen-
erator. 

The third example deals with generating 

Fig 3: Design of conference application for a Symbian/Series 60 smartphone.
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applications into smartphones based on 
Symbian/Series 60 and its Python frame-
work. This framework provides a set of APIs 
and expects a specific programming model 
for the user interface. To enable model-
based generation, a specification language 
and generator must follow these: figure 3 
gives a sample design and listing 3 shows 
the generated code. The modelling con-
cepts are directly based on the services and 
widgets that Series 60 phones offer for ap-
plication development. 

Widgets' behaviour
The behavioural logic of the application is 
described mostly based on the widgets’ be-
haviour and on the actions provided by the 
actual product. So, if you are familiar with 
some phone applications, like phone book 
or calendar, you most likely already under-
stood what the application makes. 

From the above design, the generator 
produces code (see listing 3) that can be 
executed both in an emulator for testing 
purposes or in the target device. The gen-
erator itself is structured into modules, one 
generator module per each modelling con-
cept (e.g. one generator module takes care 
of lists, another for SMS etc.). 

As several concepts require similar code 
to be generated, like for flow of order or 
for naming, parts of the generator defini-

tions are made into modules used by other. 
Some framework code is included by the 
generator for dispatching and for multi-
view management (different tabs in the 
pane).

The generator produces first module im-
porting (lines 1-2) based on the services 
used, like imports messaging module that 
provides SMS sending services. This is fol-
lowed by documentation specified in the 
design. Next each service and widget is 
defined as functions. Lines 33-41 describe 
the code for the payment method selec-
tion that uses a list widget. After defining 
the function name and comment, Payment 
variable is declared available for the whole 
application. Line 36 shows the list values as 
Unicode in a local variable and line 37 calls 
the List widget provided by the framework. 

SMS sending (lines 85-94) is handled in a 
similar way to the List widget. Line 93 calls 
the imported SMS module and its sms_send 
function. Parameters to the function, re-
cipient number, message keyword and con-
tent, are taken from the model and genera-
tor takes care of forming the right message 
syntax. After all, it is always the same.

The end of a function includes a code 
for calling the next function based on user 
input. In case of SMS sending, the genera-
tor simply follows the application flow (line 
94). In case of list selections, the situation 

is bit more complex. Depending on selec-
tions from the list different alternatives 
can exist and cancel operation (pressing 
cancel/back button) is also possible (lines 
38-41). Generator creates automatically op-
eration-cancel code to return to the previ-
ous widget. This choice minimizes the need 
for modelling and guarantees that excep-
tions are acknowledged. As a last function, 
the application exit code is created based 
on end state (lines 101-103). Finally, a dis-
patcher starts the application by calling the 
first function (line 107) with tail recursion 
to reduce stack depth (lines 108-109).

Why does model-based code 
generation work?
All code can not be generated from mod-
els, but when looking at things from the 
designer’s perspective, models can be used 
to generate complete working code. The 
cases here give three illustrations of this, 
from different application domains and 
from different generation requirements. 
The design rules depended on the applica-
tion domain and the modelling languages 
were defined to give first class support for 
specification work making code generation, 
optimization, early error detection and cor-
rect reuse easier to achieve. On the gen-
eration side, the produced code is readable 
– ideally looking like code hand-written by 
the experienced developer who defined 
the generator.

The cornerstone for the automated code 
generation from models is that both the 
language and generators need fit only one 
company’s requirements. Looking at the 
three examples, it would be hard to imag-
ine how a single language or generator 
would produce the necessary code. Gen-
eral languages like UML are well-suited for 
documentation, but not so good for gen-
eration. Code generation requires that de-
tails are correct too. 

Recently, open and customizable tech-
nologies have emerged that allow develop-
ers to change both the design languages 
and/or code generators to meet different 
requirements of software development. 
Hence, experienced developers in a com-
pany can adapt the design languages and 
generators to a specific domain, and then 
actual products can be designed with do-
main-specific languages and generated 
directly from models. It bears mentioning 
that for an expert, building model-based 
code generation is not only an interesting 
challenge – it is also great fun to do!

Dr Juha-Pekka Tolvannen is CEO of Metacase and 
can be contacted at jpt@metacase.com

01  import appuifw
02  import messaging
03 
04  # This application provides conference registration by SMS.
...  
33  def List3_5396():
34  # List Check Credit card Invoice 
35   global Payment
36   choices3_5396 = [u”Check”, u”Credit card”, u”Invoice”]
37   Payment = appuifw.selection_list(choices3_5396)
38   if Payment == None:
39    return Query3_1481
40   else:
41    return SendSMS3_677
..
85  def SendSMS3_677():
86  # Sending SMS Conference_registration
87  # Use of global variables
88   global PersonName
89   global Payment
90   string = u”Conference_registration “\
91     +unicode(str(PersonName))+”,  “\
92     +unicode(str(Payment))
93   messaging.sms_send(“4912345678”, string)
94   return Note3_2227
...
101  def Stop3_983():
102  # This applications stops here
103   return appuifw.app.set_exit
...
107  f = Note3_2543
108  while True:
109   f = f()

Listing 3: Python code generated from figure 3.


